
QUICKSHELTER #221131
SET UP

Lay shelter flat with hub upright. 
Make sure poles are fully 
extended and spread out.

Grip lower hub handle of shelter and lift 
to eye level.

With the other hand, begin to pull cord.

Continue to pull cord back like drawing a bow. 
As the hub gets closer to connecting, resistance 

will increase and the shelter will bow out.

Stake down the comers of the shelter to secure it in place (A). 
Sand pockets can be filled fo r additional stability (B).

Stake out the guylines in windy weather to keep shelter supported (C).

TAKE DOWN

fo ld  fabric and poles toward the hub.

PACKING THE SHELTER
Roll excess fabric 

toward folded poles

1. Fold poles toward the hub and allow loose fabric to flower out.
2. Lay the folded shelter on Its side. All poles should be tight to the hub 

In order to prevent pole damage.
3. Bring all excess fabric together and roll tightly toward the hub.

Warning: Keep body parts clear of pole joints during operation.
Note: The shelter is in the most secure position when the comers and guylines are properly staked out.

WARNING: KEEP ALL FLAME AND HEAT SOURCES AWAY FROM THIS TENT FABRIC.
This tent meets the flammability requirements of CPAI-84. This tent is made of flame-resistant fabric.
It is not fireproof. The fabric will burn if left in continuous contact with a flame source.
The application of any foreign substance to the tent fabric may render the flame-resistant properties ineffective.

DO YOU HAVE A  QUESTION? WE'RE HERE TO HELP!
If you have a question or feedback about your Lightspeed Item, please let us know! 
Call or email and we’ll get back to you within 48 hours. Thank you!
# 1 -619-564-3672 | Monday - Friday | 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM PST, North America.

Customer service available in English.w cs@lightspeedoutdoors.com www.lightspeedoutdoors.com

Place one hand on top of hub. Grasp lower hub handle with 
other hand and quickly pull down to collapse shelter.

Tightly gather poles while lowering shelter.
WARNING: Stand back when closing shelter - hub pops up quickly

1-855-564-3672


